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The function of a social worker encompasses many
professional settings, hospitals, social services, group homes
and public schools to name a few. Within all of these
agencies, the practitioner brings with them a code of ethics
that provides a structured frame work for them while on the
job. Of all of these settings, nothing challenges the
practitioners code of ethics more than that of confidentiality
for their clients, especially while working in host settings,
those professional settings in which social work is not the
primary profession.
In the strictest sense, the term professional
confidentiality means: "the obligation of a social worker not
to reveal records of or communication from or about a client
obtained in the course of practicum."^ However, confidential
information is hard to maintain as cases are often discussed
with ones' supervisors, recorded in reports, placed in
computers and discussed among colleagues. In view of these
facts, one can conclude that client confidentiality does not
really exist.
Wilson discusses two types of confidentiality, the
absolute and the relative.^ Absolute confidentiality is when
^Saltzman, Andrea, “Confidentiality Of Communication And
Records" (Denver: University of Denver 1993): 392.
^Wilson, Suanna, "Confidentiality In Social Work, Issues
And Principles" (New York: Free Press 1978): 3.
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information gathered from a client is not revealed under any
circumstances, written or verbal. The practice of absolute
confidentiality is very rare because there are instances when
the information needs a resolution that the social worker is
not authorized to influence. Novice social workers and social
work students are good at keeping the absolute rule not only
because they rationalize in absolute terms, but their
inexperience leads them to make promises of privileged
information.^
As mentioned, social workers share information about
clients with their supervisors, colleagues and other agencies
in order to arrive at the best possible solution for the
client. With this in mind, the term confidential is seen as
relative because data obtained cannot be given as an absolutepromise.'* Although the social worker has a duty to obtain
client permission before any revelations are made that
transcend that agency, that client is not given such
consideration for inter-office exchanges.^
The National Association of Social Workers Code of Ethics
states that:
^Wilson, Suanna, "Confidentiality In Social Work, Issues
And Principles." (New York: Free Press 1978): 3).
*Ibid., pp. 4
^Herr, Arrons and Wallace, "Legal Rights In Mental Health
Care" (Lexington: Lexington Books 1984): 300.
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The social worker should share with others
confidences revealed by clients, without their
consent, only for compelling and professional
reasons.
What the National Association Of Social Workers are
saying is that social workers are not obligated to keep
confidences unless deemed necessary by the practitioner.’
Gibson and Pope complied an eighty-eight question instrument
rating self on the issues of ethics for practitioners. The
respondents tested varied in sex, age, work setting and
educational degree.
The study revealed that nineteen percent of the questions
considered unethical involved a failure to accord clients
their rights to fully informed consent by withholding relevant
information or failing to obtain consent.® Twenty-seven
percent of the respondents agreed to break confidentiality in
instances where there were actual or potential harm to the
client or a third party.® On the issues of breaking
confidentiality, ninety percent of the respondents judged the
® ^National Association of Social Workers,
Policy Statements, #1, "Code Of Ethics." (Adopted 1979), pp.
39.
’'ibid., pp. 3 9
®K. Gibson, and D. Pope, "The Ethics of Counseling",
Journal Of Counseling And Development. (January/February
1993), Vol. 71, pp. 332.
®Ibid., pp. 332.
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issue to be extremely ethical. With these types of
statistics, the survey on ethics in counseling demonstrates
that practitioners are aware of their clients rights, that
they support those rights, and that they are faced with
ethical dilemmas on an everyday basis.
However, as of 1986, only twenty-two of the thirty-seven
jurisdictions in the United States that licensed or
credentialed social workers included informed privileges or
confidentiality requirements in their social work licensing or
credentialing status. The issue of confidentiality seems to
affect social workers that work in host settings, host
settings meaning those agencies whose sole purpose is not
primarily directed towards social services.
Correctional settings, perhaps, are the most difficult
for a social worker in relation to confidentiality merely
because the workers duty and primary responsibility is to the
Court. All information collected from the client is property
of the Court and no absolute confidentiality exists under
these circumstances. In these settings, an ethical dilemma in
relation to confidentiality may arise because the social
worker is receiving and relating information that may convict
the client in a court of law. As a practitioner knowledgeable
about the Code of Ethics, they have to decide whether to




withholding it to protect the client, thus putting himself in
the position of being held in contempt of court. Why do social
workers have this problem? According to Wigmore, only certain
professions are entitled to privileged confidentiality:
lawyers, doctors, psychotherapists, and all members of the
'\
clergy. Social Workers are not included within this category
because they fail to meet Wigmore's four criteria:
1) Communication to the professional originate in
the expectation that they will not be
disclosed and the particular communications for
which a privilege is claimed so originated;
2) Confidentiality is essential to a full and
satisfactory relation between the professional
and his or her clients;
3) The professional relationship is one which
society thinks should be "seriously fostered"
and:
4) The injury to the relationship, in general or
in a particular case, if a disclosure is made
greater thaji the benefit gained from the
disclosure.
The discussions about the clients by the social worker
with other people in their office and other agencies, takes
away from the idea of client confidentiality. According to
Wigmore, this very reason is why social workers aren't allowed
privileged client information.^ This leaves the practitioner
faced with ethical dilemmas because sometimes
^Dean Wigmore, "Confidentiality For gQgial Workers.
Issues And Ethics" (Chicago: Lamore Publishing 1980); 245.
^Dean Wigmore, "Confidentiality ES2£ SPdiai Workers.
Issues And Ethics."(Chicago: Lamore 1980); 245.
^Ibid., pp. 245.
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they are duty bound to reveal data about the client and at
other times, it is merely an ethical decision.
A social worker within the school system is another area
where confidentiality is utilized and may also foster the
question of exactly who does the worker serve, the client or
the school? Yet, the basic duties of a social worker while
working in a school setting is the same as every other social
worker, merely: "The enhancement of social functioning
wherever the need for such enhancement is either socially or
individually perceived" .
In order for the social worker to effectively cope in
this area, the practitioner must bring to the job certain
skills, knowledge and attitudes. For example, they must:
1) Have knowledge of educational and
psychological measurements and how to utilize
their findings;
2) Be skilled in sharing responsibility with
others for evaluation, treatment and
termination of service;
3) Foster an attitude that can accept limits, for
the child and for the worker himself as
defined by the school."^®
For school social workers, the issue of sharing
confidential information requires the practitioner to ask
himself if what he is divulging has a bearing on the students
^®Boehm Werner, "Objectives Of The Social Worker
Curriculum Future."( New York: Wadswoth 1959); 46
^®Arlien Johnson, "Basic Tasks: An Overview." (National
Association of Social Work: New York 1962); 106.
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problems.^’ In other words, if the social worker discusses
the Childs' behavior with the school officials, will this be
in the best interest of the child with positive results?^®
One may feel that while working with children, it would
not be necessary to obtain consent before sharing information.
Often, informing a child of his rights are overlooked as the
adult assumes to act on what is best for the child. However,
the child as well as the adult, has the right to be told
before any information is given to others. Informed consent
is the best policy for protecting clients rights.^®
Keith-Spiegel is in total agreement as he argues that:
"By virtue of their smaller physical stature and
less mature mental capabilities, children are
usually at a distinct disadvantage in the
presence of a person who is older than they
are.
In summary, school social workers must follow the laws of
confidentiality by remembering that children have the
same right to have their backgrounds protected and
respected.Confidentiality is an important aspect of social
work. This is especially true since a social worker has to
^’Marguerite Tiefenthal and Rita Charke, "The Social
Development Study"(Illinois; Lyceum Books 1991); 213.
^®Ibid., pp. 213.
^’Joanne Thompson, "Hiiman Subjects And The Ethics Of
School Social Work*. (Illinois: Lyceum Books 1991); 396.
^°Keith-Speigel, "Children Rights In The Mental Health
Profession" (New York: John Wiley & Sons 1976); 75.
^^Morris Fritz Meyers, "The Child As An Individual" (New
York: Child Welfare League of America 1958);14.
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rely on making their clients comfortable in order to cultivate
rapport, the client must feel that what he is saying will
remain confidential. The purpose of this study is to educate
social workers about the ethical dilemmas they may face in
coping with client confidentiality, especially while employed
in host settings. Social workers should be made aware that
they cannot give their clients absolute confidentiality under
certain circumstances and in certain agency settings.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem is the very real situation facing social
workers in learning how to keep client confidences while
working in host settings. Host settings meaning that the
practitioner is working in a setting that is not exclusive to
social services.
The dilemma seems to be that the social worker struggles
with the decision whether to keep client confidences or
disclose them to other parties. Although the client when
seeking services usually has an idea that what they need may
not be directly received from that office, but outside
sources, the client is giving silent permission to share
necessary information. However, if the social worker's client
is in a correctional or school setting, the social worker may
not know how to easily to identify the actual client. For
example, is the client the person that is interviewed by the
social worker or the Criminal Court that has mandated
treatment by the agency for that person?
9
It is in areas such as this where a social worker
struggles by possibly going against his professional code of
ethics surrounding confidentiality and sharing information
about that person with the Court.
SIGNIFICANCE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Social Workers know of their professional codes of ethics
and thus should think long and hard about seeking employment
in settings that are not based on social services. The issue
of confidentiality among clients derives from the fact that
social workers are trying to establish a rapport with their
clients. Once the client feels a sense of trust, the more the
client will reveal and thus enable the practitioner to assist
with gaining the best possible services for the client.
With the increase of professional services seeking refuge
from the courts on their inability to preserve their privacy,
confidentiality has become the major headline. What is
and isn't considered confidential can be left open for
interpretation, but social workers are tied up concerning as
to how to act on those rights for their clients and
themselves. The purpose of this study is to help social
workers, beginners and students, become aware of the pitfalls
that can arise while working in host settings, concerning
^^Andre Saltzman, "Confidentiality Of Communication And
Records". (Denver; University Of Denver, 1993): 392.
“Suanna Wilson, "Confidentiality In Social Work, Issues




All social workers are bound by the code to honor
confidential information obtained from their clients,
regardless of what agency they represent.^ Since the focus
of this paper is confidentiality for social workers while
employed in host settings, this chapter will contain reviews
on the areas of records, legalities, schools and hospitals
settings.
Since the majority of information that social workers
obtain are at some point written down, it is important to
acknowledge the procedures of record keeping. Northen states
that keeping records is not merely a learned skill, but
involves the ability to use social work judgements.^ Northen
lists six steps that social workers should ask themselves when
record keeping:
1) What are the functions of the record? How will
information in the record be used? What context
and what structure will fulfill these function
best?
2) How can the record best meet accountability
requirements?;
^Judith Nelson, "Communication Theory And Social Work
Practice.* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980): 10.
^Helen Northen, "Clinical Social Work." (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1982): 402.
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3) Who will have access to the record or
information in the record?^
McDermott feels that because there is a growing increase
for possible violation of confidence, the act of record
keeping is making social workers hesitate to over
documentize.Social Workers will continue to face dilemmas
while recording because the job requires that documentation be
both "efficient and sufficient."^
Hollis and Woods makes the point that confidentiality is
such a vital part in not only establishing rapport with the
client, but to protect the agency as well.® Clients should
always be made aware of who has received information and all
consent should be in writing. Again, these steps are to
protect the worker and agency from legal liability.^
Confidentiality cannot be stressed enough.
The practice of record keeping is a two fold job. On one
end:
"records should be concise to save resources and
^ Helen Northen, "Clinical Social Work," (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1982) : 403
^F. E. McDermott, "Self Determination In Social Work"
(London: Rontledge and Kegan Paul, 1975): 205.
^Ibid., p. 203.
^Florence Hollis and Mary Woods, "Casework: A
Psychosocial Therapy." (New York: McGraw Hill, 1990):151.




to protect client's privacy... on the other end,
they must be inclusive enough to facilitate
service delivery, meet accountability standards
and afford legal protection to the practitioner
and the agency."®
Confidentiality and Legality
On a legal front, social workers are very susceptible
when it comes to disclosing client information in the court of
law. If a social worker is subpoenaed by a court, his
testimony is considered to be that of an expert, representing
his field of knowledge, but not covered under the privileged
information rule.
The Alaska Supreme Court had a session to decide whether
a social worker should be allowed to withhold information in
a case titled Alfred v State.® Alfred, was a murder suspect
and asked to see his psychiatric social worker who worked
under his doctor's supervision. Later the
worker was called to testify, against Alfred's wishes and
admitted to the murder; a mistrial was declared.^®
The Alaska Supreme Court held a session to determine if
the social worker's testimony could be used in a retrial. The
decision was as follows:
"In conclusion, we recognize a common law privilege,
belonging to the patient, which protects
® Peggy Papp, " The Process Of Change." (New York:
Guilford 1983): 16.
^Alfred V State 554 p.2d. 411 (Alaska 1976)
'°Ibid., 554 P.2d. 411
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coininunication made to psychotherapists in the
course of treatment., it appears that Alfred's
statement to the worker do not qualify as
privileged...the statements were not given in the
course of psychotherapeutic treatment
There are always instances where a social worker is
prohibited to reveal client information, however, if there is
a reason the worker has to part with information and no legal
coverage on confidentiality is applicable, the social worker
has to decide whether to go against his personal and
professional ethics or he can being held in contempt of court
or risk unemployment.^^
In Belmont v California State Personnel Board, a couple
of State Welfare Psychiatric Social Workers, refused to
release information to their agency's data bank. These two
were suspended without pay for five days.^^ On appeal, the
court stood by the companies decision stating:
"The Social Workers are in no way endowed with the
privilege to refuse to disclose... a confidential
communication between patient and psychotherapist,
assuming, arguendo, a conflict between appellants
allegiance to a code of ethics and their duties as
employees of the state, they are legally bound to
fulfill the duties of their employment, or suffer
“Ibid., 554, P.2d. 411
“ Kathleen Pooch, "Law In Social Work.” (Denver:
University Of Denver 1993): 356.
“Belmont v California State Personnel Board. 36 Cal.
App. 3d 518, 111 Cal Rptr. 607 (1974)
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disciplinary action.
A social work student was jailed by a federal grand jury
for refusing to reveal his sources.*^ This is another
example of what can happen when social workers make the choice
to withhold information and workers who are willing to pay a
price for their beliefs.
"Confidentiality, informed consent and conflict of
interest" come under the legal dilemmas for social workers, as
part of a fiduciary relationship.^® The worker is under
stress, according to Kutchins, who feel that fiduciary
relationships help to form standards of conduct.
From these cases examples, it appears that social workers
have a lot to fear in the area of confidentiality. Torczyner
did an experimentation of ethical practices concerning the
poor and concluded that confidentiality among this population,
as a group or individual, were not conducted in the clients
best interest nor was informed consent used.^®
'■‘Ibid.,p. 36
Rik Scarce, "Confidential Sources," The Progressive.
Oct 1993 V57 NIO p38(l).
^®Herb Kutchins, “The Fiduciary Relationship: The Legal
Basis for Social Workers Responsibilities to Clients," Social
Work March 1991 V36 N2 pl06 (8).
^’ibid., p 106.
^®Jim Torczyner, "Discretion, Judgment, and Informed
Consent: Ethical and Practice Issues in Social Action."Social
Work. March 1991 V36 N2 pl22 (7)
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The Torczyner study is an ethical approach by a social
worker who decided not to acknowledge their client rights
because they were poor. Was this a dilemma for them? Torczyner
writes no, but that their judgement in the way they handled
those cases were not the code of ethics the NASW employs.
Confidentiality In School Systems
In public or private schools, social workers may be in
conflict not only with the barriers of confidentiality, but
with teachers, principals, school boards and the students
themselves. This is especially true since school social
workers are faced with accountability, meaning that they are
responsible for their actions and decision making. Jayaratne
and Levy states that a school social worker's main objection
is accountability to the clients as well as the educational
institutions
Due to the practitioner role of implementing ideas that
are best suited to the needs of the child, school social
workers may not have the type of support readily found in
other settings, as teachers and principals do not always see
the worker as part of the team, but rather a threat.
^®Jim Torczyner, “Discretion, Judgment, and Informed
Consent: Ethical and Practice Issues in Social Work," Social
Work March 1991 V36 N2 pl22{7).
^°S. Jayaratne, and R. L. Levy, "Empirical Clinical
Practice."( New York: Columbia University Press 1979): 400.
^^William Strein, William and David Hershenson,
"Confidentiality in Nondyadic Counseling Situations," Journal
Of Counseling And Development March-April 1991 V69 N4 p312.
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There may be circxamstances when the worker has to
intervene on a child's behalf due to conflicts between the
teachers and the student. If the situation calls for the
child's parent to be brought in, the teacher should not expect
to be told the contents of the meetings. The teacher should
understand that any information obtained is confidential,
accept the workers recommendations and agree to make
adjustments where necessary.
Spencer agrees that there are times when teachers and
principals become nervous about confidentiality of student
/social worker sessions because they do not have access to
what the worker is doing and needs to be pacified.
Soffen concurs that in school settings where there is
diversity in educational backgrounds, that the schools,
nevertheless, "must not be incompatible with the values of
social work."^^ Faculty members need to be educated in the
significance of what social workers do and their ethics
regarding confidentiality as well as the professional courtesy
to respect those rights.^®
^^Gordon Rose, Gordon and T. Marshall, "Counseling And
School Social Work" (New York: John Wiley & Sons 1974): 187.
^^J.C. Spencer, et al, "Stress And Release On An Urban
Estate. (London: University of Glasgow 1964) : 8.
Joseph Soffen,"The Social Work Educator."(Lebanon:
Sowers Printing Con?)any 1969): 21.
^^Eileen Blackey, "Issues In Social Work Education: New
And Changing Demands Made Of The Profession."
(New York: Council on Social Work Education 1964): 75.
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Due to misinformed staff members, "perceptions and
loyalties vary and can give rise to conflict."^® Berube and
Gittell go on to say that because the diversity of the staff
represents different groups, there is bound to be a conflict
with teachers because social workers are not proficient in
educational learning.^’' Put that conflict with the social
workers right to withhold information of a confidential nature
and you have the potential for a hostile environment.^®
With the passage of the Buckley Amendment, that changed
to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
these acts changed the way school records were kept and
touched on issues of confidentiality.®® These amendments
also: "guarantees parents rights or access to all information
in their child's official record."®®
Lately, it seems that more parents are exerting their
rights to see their childrens' files and the school have to be
accountable to those parents. Here is where confidentiality
®®Maurice Berube and Marilyn Gittell, “Confrontation At
Ocean Hill Brownsville,"(New York: Prager 1969): 96.
®®Ibid., p. 96.
®®Dale Albers and Richard Morris, "Conceptual Problems in
Studying Social Worker's Management of Confidentiality,"
Social Work. July 1990 V35 N4 p362(2).
®®Wendy Winters and Freda Easton, "School Social Work
Revisited: A Field Of Practice In Search Of Discipline."(New
York: Free Press 1983): 150.
®°Francis Turner and Herbert Strean "The Practice Of
Social Work In Schools. An Ecological Perspective."(London:
Collier Macmillian 1983): 8.
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may be touchy. A social worker in his record keeping has to
write his progress review notes in such a way that when others
read the case, none will be offended or the information cannot
be used against the worker or agency in a law suit.’^
Meyer thinks that because social workers by law cannot
refuse a parent access to their childs file, yet deny teachers
that privilege, it creates the dilemmas that social workers
sometimes face.^^ School social workers are definitely in a
role to be the outsider. It would appear that because the
welfare of the child is at stake, that teachers and social
workers would be able to blend their talents. However, this is
not always the case as Giesman explains that teachers often do
not make the necessary adjustments and feel whatever is said
in a confidential session that they are not privy to, could be
damaging to them.”
This is the big fear, that information being revealed may
result in disciplinary action for them. Thus, the school
social worker may always be the odd man out, and the ethical
conflict will no doubt continue.
”Max Sipion, "Introduction To Social Work Practice. " (New
York: Macmillian 1975): 49.
”Carol Meyer, "Social Work Practice: The Changing
Landscape."(New York: Free Press 1976): 102.
^^Ludwig Giesman, "Preventive Intervention In Social
Work,"(MetChen: Scarecrow Press 1969): 308.
”Karen Sowers-Hoag, "School Social Work: A Practitioner's
Guidebook - A Community -Integrated Approach to Practice.
Social Work . Jan 1991 V36 N1 p89(l).
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Confidentiality In Hospital Settings
To briefly touch on social workers in hospitals, Cowles
and Lefcowitz conducted a mailed questionnaire survey of 500
physicians, social workers and nurses.The physicians and
nurses assumed the social workers role to be limited to, "
working with families, resolving social environmental problems
and providing referrals,".^® The disagreement seemed to be
around what the social worker perceived to be their exclusive
role in the hospital. Cowles and Lecowitz stated that as the
doctors are protected under the privilege clause, these
professional may not be sympathetic to social workers trying
to exert that same right for their clients and thus create
tension.
Davidson also noted that clearer role definitions were
needed for social workers in the hospital setting as roles
were overlapping.^® Because roles are not clear, issues of
confidentiality may not be respected for the practitioner.^*
Like the school social worker, medical professionals may
®®Lois Ann Cowles and Myron Lefcowitz "Interdisciplinary
Expectations of The Medical Social Worker In The Hospital
Setting," Health And Social Work. Feb 1992 V17 Nl p57(9)
®®Ibid., p. 57.
®’lbid., p. 57.
®®Kay Davidson, "Role Blurring and The Hospital Social
Worker's Search for A Clear Domain," Health And Social Work
August 1990 V15 N3 p228(7).
®®Ibid., p. 228.
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be uncomfortable with social workers because their background
is not in medicine. The physician may be at a loss as how to
interact with the practitioner and sometimes become
condescending as some feel all social workers need to do their
job is have a warm heart.
Davidson and Clarke feel that in order for hospital
social workers and physicians to come to an understanding,
they must collaborate with one another.Until that process
occurs, issues will continue and the worker will
have a hard time getting the physician to abide by their own
need for client confidentiality.^^
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study was derived from the Ecological Approach.
This approach states that "human needs and problems are
generated by the transactions between people and their
environment."^^ The Ecological Model also helps the
researcher to understand that people have different
characteristics in terms of interacting and each system varies
in its uniqueness*^
*°Zofia Butrym, "Social Work In Medical Care. " (New York:
Humanities Press 1967): 23.
*^Kay Davidson and Slyvia Clarke "Social Work In Health
Care." ( New York: Haworth Press 1990): 169.
*^Ibid., p. 169.
*^Gitterman and Germain, "The Life Social Model: An
Ecological Perspective." (New York: Free Press 1991): 1.
**Louise Johnson, "Social Work Practice : A Generalists
Approach. " (New York: Allyn and Bacon 1989) : 425.
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Social Workers in host settings often experience problems
in their environment when dealing with client confidentiality.
The practitioner must either learn to adapt to his environment
or find another source of employment.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Confidentiality - Not to reveal records of or communication
from or about a client obtained in the
course of practice.
Absolute Confidentiality - When infonnation gathered is not
revealed under any circumstances, written
or verbal.
Relative Confidentiality - When information is shared with
others, it cannot be considered absolute.
Privilege Clause - Any information gathered from a client
that can be withheld by doctors, lawyers,




The research design for this paper is called the
Descriptive Research Design. The sample consisted of one-
hundred social workers, employed at schools, hospitals and
youth development centers. The education of this group was a
combination of Bachelor Degrees, varying in majors and
graduate degrees of Master of Social Work with licensure of
Licensed Clinical Social Worker. The social workers were
principly located in areas south of Atlanta, Georgia, and
including a few Atlanta suburbs.
The target population were social workers who worked in
host settings, where social service was not the agency's
objective. The Descriptive Design uses questionnaires that may
mislead one to assume there will be a host of questions, when
in actuality, the questionnaire may pose more statements than
questions.^ According to Babbie, questionnaires collected by
data are either: 1) Asking people questions or, 2) Asking
them to agree or disagree with statements representing
different points of view.^ A questionnaire was administered
to social workers at their job site, concerning the
confidentiality of client
^Earl Babbie, "The Practice Of Social Research."
(Chicago: Lyceum Books 1992): 147.
^Earl Babbie, "Research Method For Social Work."
(Chicago: Lyceum Books 1989): 183.
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information. A twenty item questionnaire was designed to
determine whether these workers were or had encountered an
ethical dilemma surrounding confidential issues. The
questions asked whether their agency supported them under
their confidentiality clause, and whether they practiced
client confidentiality.
Sampling
Stratified Sampling was used in this study. Stratified
Sampling is the taking of random samples of a given
population, with a focus on homogeneous subjects; homogenous
meaning alike or same kind.^ The goal of stratification is to
"organize the population into homogenous subsets, "^and select
the desired number of respondents for the study from that
population.
Data Collection And Analysis
The data was collected by using a questionnaire
administered by this interviewer. Subjects were located
through a Child Care Residential Listing and neighborhood
schools and hospitals. The data was analyzed through the use
of descriptive and inferential statistics. The descriptive
statistics utilized frequencies and percentages. The
inferential statistics utilized the Pearson's 'r' correlation
test to determine linear association between the
^Earl Babbie "The Practice Of Social Research." (Chicago:
Lyceum Books 1992): 215.
^Ibid., p. 215.
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independent and dependent variables concerning the ethical




Frequency distributions were utilized to demonstrate




9.3%: 21-25 years old.
22.7% : 26-34 years old.
48.0%: 35-45 years old.




3) Type of agency:
24.0%: school
22.7%: hospital




Confidentiality Of Social Workers
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1) Is it hard to keep information confidential?
73.3% ; yes
26.7%: no
2) Unethical behavior is best defined as anything that is
in violation of a professional code of ethics.
84.0%: agree
16.0%: disagree




4) Following the ethical codes of my profession implies
that I will avoid unethical behavior.
42.7%; agree
57.3%; disagree








7) Would you break confidentiality to report child abuse?
88.0%: yes
12.0%; no




9) Have you ever discussed a client with friends by name?
69.3%; yes
30.7%; no




(Table II - Continued)




12) Do you use absolute confidentiality with your clients?
46.7%: yes
53.3%: no
13) Have you ever been held in contempt of court for
refusing to reveal client information?
18.7%: yes
81.3%: no
14) Have you ever faced an ethical dilemma on your job?
70.7%: yes
29.3%: no




16) Does your agency have a confidentiality clause?
77.3%: yes
22.7%: no




18) Is your agency covered under privileged information?
45.3%: yes
54.7%: no
19) Do your colleagues respect your rights to not share
client information with them?
68.0%: yes
32.0%: no







This study consisted of forty-four females and thirty-
one males. Nine percent of the respondents were between the
ages of 21 and 25 years old, twenty-two percent were between
the ages of 26 and 34 years old, forty-eight percent were
between the ages of 35 and 45 years old and twenty percent
were ages 46 and above. Concerning the types of agencies in
which the respondents were employed, twenty-four percent
worked in schools, twenty-two percent worked in hospitals, and
twenty-six percent worked in youth development centers and
social services.
On the issue of keeping client confidentiality, seventy-
three percent found this to be a difficult task. Fifty-seven
percent stated that they tell their clients the limits of
confidentiality and fifty-four percent said that they obtain
client permission before releasing information outside of
their immediate agency.
Sixty-nine percent of the social workers
stated that unintentionally, they disclosed confidential
information and have discussed their clients by name with
their friends.
Eighty-four percent felt unethical behavior was defined
as anything that was in violation of their professional code
of ethics. Fifty-seven point three said unethical behavior
was anything that resulted in harm to their client and that
same percentage also disagreed that to follow the ethical
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code of their profession implied that they would avoid
unethical behavior.
Eighty-eight percent of the respondents stated that they
would break confidentiality to report child abuse, compared to
ninety-six percent who would report a suicidal client.
Seventy-eight percent of the social workers stated that
they felt comfortable working in their agency. Seventy-seven
percent had experienced an ethical dilemma while on the job
and a surprising eighteen percent had been held in
contempt of court for refusing to reveal client information;
forty-five percent had disciplinary action taken against
them for withholding client information.
Fifty-three percent of the social workers indicated that
are not entitled to use absolute confidentiality with their
clients and seventy-seven percent stated that their agency
has a confidentiality clause.
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TABLE III
Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variables
Dependent Variable:
Depending on your age, keeping confidentiality
may present a problem for social workers
4) Is it hard to keep information
confidential .061
5) Unethical behavior is best defined
as a violation of the Code of Ethics .578*
6) Unethical behavior results in harm to
the client .629*
7) Following the ethical code of my
profession implies that 1 will avoid
unethical behavior. .756*
8) Would you break confidentiality
if the client was homicidal? .537*
9) Would you break confidentiality
if the client was suicidal? .810*
10) Would you break confidentiality
to report child abuse? .015
11) Do you sometimes unintentionally
disclose confidential data? .409
12) Have you ever discussed a client
with friends by name? .409
13) Do you tell your clients the limits
of confidentiality? .565*
14) Do you obtain client permission
before releasing information? .128
15) Do you use absolute confidentiality
with your clients? .087
16) Have you ever been held in contempt





Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variables
Dependent Variable:
Depending on your age, keeping
confidentiality may present a problem
for social workers in host settings.
Pearson's 'r' Value
17) Have you ever faced an ethical
dilemma on your job .842*
18) As a social worker, do you
feel comfortable on your job? .140
19) Does your agency have a
confidentiality clause? .668*
20) Are you covered under your
agencies confidentiality clause? .752*
21) Is your agency covered under
privileged information? .097
22) Do your colleagues respect your
rights to not share client information? .805*
23) Have you ever had disciplinary





Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variables.
Dependent Variable:
Depending on the sex, social workers
may have a difficult time with confidential
information while working in host settings.
Pearson's "r" value
4) Is it hard to keep information
confidential? .365
5) Unethical behavior is best
defined as anything that is in
violation of a professional
code of ethics. .197
6) Unethical behavior is anything
that results in harm to the client. .916*
7) Following the ethical codes of
my profession implies that I
will avoid unethical behavior? .916*
8) Would you ever break confidentiality
if the client was homicidal? .938*
9) Would you break confidentiality
if the client was suicidal? .370
10) Would you break confidentiality
to report child abuse? .362
11) Do you sometimes unintentionally
disclose confidential data? .077
12) Have you ever discussed a client
with friends by name?
.077
13) Do you tell your clients the
limits of confidentiality?
.297





Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variable
Dependent Variable:
Depending on the sex, social workers
may have a difficult time with confidentiality
while working in host settings.
Pearson's 'r' Value
15) Do you use absolute confidentiality
with your clients? .478
16) Have you ever been held in contempt
of court for refusing to reveal
client information? .054
17) Have you ever faced an ethical
dilemma on your job? .646*
18) As a social worker, do you feel
comfortable in your agency? .138
19) Does your agency have a
confidentiality clause? .004
20) Are you covered under your
agencies confidentiality clause? .008
21) Is your agency covered under
privileged information? .366
22) Do your colleagues respect your
rights to not share client information
with them? .013
23) Have you ever had a disciplinary
actions taken against you for
withholding information? .170
p < . 05
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TABLE V
Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variables
Dependent Variable:
Depending on the agency, social worker
may have difficulties keeping confidential
information while working in host settings.
Pearson's "r" Value
4) Is it hard to keep information confidential? .774*
5) Unethical behavior is best defined
as anything that is in violation of
a professional code of ethics. .012
6) Unethical behavior is anything that
results in harm to the client. .652*
7) Following the ethical codes of my
profession implies that I will avoid
unethical behavior. .719*
8) Would ever you break confidentiality
if the client was homicidal? .000
9) Would you break confidentiality
if the client was suicidal? .094
10) Would you break confidentiality to
report child abuse? .001
11) Do you sometimes unintentionally
disclose confidential data? .002
12) Have you ever discussed a client
with friends by name? .002
13) Do you tell your clients the limits
of confidentiality? .000
14) Do you obtain client permission




Bivariate Analysis Of The Dependent And Independent
Variable
Dependent Variable:
Depending on the agency, keeping
confidential information may be difficult
for social workers in host settings.
Pearson's 'r' Value
15) Do you use absolute confidentiality
with your clients? . 000
16) Have you ever been held in contempt
of court for refusing to reveal client
information? .000
17) Have you ever faced an ethical
dilemma on your job? .260
18) As a social worker, do you feel
comfortable in your agency? .406
19) Does your agency have a
confidentiality clause? .000
20) Are you covered under your agencies
confidentiality clause? .000
21) Is your agency covered under
privileged information? .000
22) Do your colleagues respect your
rights to not share client
information with them? .015
23) Have you ever had disciplinary actions




Findings Of The Bivariate Analysis
The findings of the bivariate analysis demonstrated that
the correlations between the dependent variable of employees
sex and independent variable, unethical behavior is anything
that results in harm to the client, following the ethical
codes of iry professions implies that I will avoid unethical
behavior and, would you ever break confidentiality if the
client was homicidal, were found to be very strong.
The correlations between the dependent variable of
employees age, and independent variable, have you ever faced
an ethical dilemma on your job, was found to be strong.
The correlation between the dependent variable type of
agency, and independent variable, is it hard to keep
information confidential, was found to be moderate.
The correlations between the dependent variable
employees age, and independent variables , following the
ethical codes of iiy profession implies that I will avoid
unethical behavior, would you ever break confidentiality if
the client was suicidal, are you covered under your agencies
confidentiality, and do your colleagues respect your rights to
not share client information with them, were all found to be
moderate.
The correlations between the dependent variable
employees age, and independent variables , is it hard to keep
information confidential, unethical behavior is best defined
as anything that is in violation of a professional code of
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ethics, unethical behavior is anything that results in harm to
the client, would you break confidentiality if the client was
homicidal, would you break confidentiality to report child
abuse, do you sometimes unintentionally disclose confidential
data, have you ever discussed a client with friends by name,
do you tell your clients the limits of confidentiality, do you
obtain client permission before releasing information, do you
absolute confidentiality with your clients, have you ever been
held in contempt of court for refusing to reveal client
information, as a social worker, do you feel comfortable in
your agency, nineteen, does your agency have a confidentiality
clause, is your agency covered under privileged information
and have you ever had disciplinary actions taken against you
for withholding information, were all found to be weak.
The correlations between the dependent variable
employees sex, and independent variables, is it hard to keep
information confidential, unethical behavior is best defined
as anything that is in violation of a professional code of
ethics, would you break confidentiality if the client was
suicidal, would you break confidentiality to report child
abuse, do you sometimes unintentionally disclose confidential
data, have you ever discussed a client with friends by name,
do you tell your clients the limits of confidentiality, do you
obtain client permission before releasing information, do you
use absolute confidentiality with your clients, have you ever
been held in contempt of court for refusing to reveal client
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information, have you ever faced an ethical dilemma on your
job, as a social worker, do you feel comfortable in your
agency, does your agency have a confidentiality clause, are
you covered under your agencies confidentiality clause, is
your agency covered under privilege information, do your
colleagues respect your rights to not share client information
with them, and have you ever had disciplinary actions taken
against you for withholding information, were all found to be
weak.
The correlations between the dependent variable type of
agency and independent variables number unethical behavior is
best defined as anything that is in violation of a
professional code of ethics, unethical behavior is anything
that results in harm to the client, following the ethical
codes of my profession implies that I will avoid unethical
behavior, would you break confidentiality if the client was
homicidal, would you break confidentiality if the client was
suicidal, would you break confidentiality to report child
abuse, do you sometimes unintentionally disclose confidential
data, have you ever discussed a client with friends by name,
do you tell your clients the limits of confidentiality, do you
obtain client permission before releasing information, do you
use absolute confidentiality with your clients, have you ever
been held in contempt of court for refusing to reveal client
information, have you ever faced an ethical dilemma on your
job, as a social worker, do you feel comfortable in your
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agency, does your agency have a confidentiality clause, are
you covered under your agencies confidentiality clause, is
your agency covered under privileged information, do your
colleagues respect your rights to not share client information
with them, and have you ever had disciplinary actions taken




The purpose of this study was to enlighten social
workers, beginning and students, on the confidentiality issues
while working in host settings. The social workers
participating in the research study came from schools,
hospitals, youth development centers and social services, from
the southwest Atlanta suburbs and metropolitan areas.
The issues of confidentiality revealed dilemmas from a
legal aspect, who is entitled to use absolute confidentiality
and the relationship between co-workers while working in a
host setting.
Social Workers appeared to have trouble keeping
information confidential whether in discussing information
with friends or in general. In a surprising response, not all
practitioners were aware of whether their agency had a
confidentiality rule and more social workers stated they would
break confidentiality if a client was suicidal, than if a
client was abusing a child.
Overall, social workers appeared to be facing a ethical




IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORKERS
The implications for social workers surrounding the issue
of client confidentiality is a tricky issue, particularly for
practitioners who work in host settings. Compared to social
workers employed in social services, the social worker in the
host setting worker is apt to be under more stress, have
difficult relationships with their co-workers in terms of
respecting the workers rights and not of the same professional
background.
Confidentiality is a subject and condition that all
social workers are obligated to remember when obtaining and
writing information about clinets. Confidentiality becomes a
problem when the worker has to decide whether the information
they possess needs to be shared with others, if they are
subpoenaed, do they want to reveal or withhold the information
and whether to share their information with their co-workers.
Social Workers who work in the school, hospitals and
youth development centers, are in a unique position to use
their skills for implementing programs, finding resources and
making referral, as well as conducting groups and individual
and family counseling sessions. This population is special
because the practitioner can deliver more than one service.
However, because the worker while employed in host
settings can be utilized in so many different areas, the
worker is constantly exposed to an overwhelming amount of
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information; information that has to be sorted through and
separated in terms of confidentiality.
As long as there is a need for social workers in host
settings, social workers will continue to face ethical
dilemmas surrounding client confidentiality.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The limitations of this study was the availability of
social workers that work within host settings. Social Service
Agencies as compared to host settings, typically employee
more social workers. This fact limited my population for
research and resulted in the availability of seventy-five
workers. Furthermore, this study cannot be generalized to the
social workers in or out of host settings.
Although there are numerous books on the subject of
social workers, relating from job descriptions to suggested
work guidelines, whole books dedicated to confidentiality are
scarce. Most of the literature contained paragraphs and a few
pages on the subject. There is a need to know what social
workers will face while working in host settings, because the
atmosphere is different from social service agencies.
SUGGESTED RESEARCH DIRECTION
Unsuspecting workers may not be aware of the limits of
confidentiality when seeking employment outside of social
services agencies and therefore, definitive literature about
the establishment of a social worker employed in host setting
agencies would be beneficial to all practitioners.
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Appendix
Confidentiality In Host Settings
This is a twenty itemed questionnaire on the issues of
confidentiality. These questions will be tabulated using the
Pearson's 'r' Value, to arrive at percentages reflecting how
social workers handle conflict while working in host settings.














4 6 and above
Questionnaire:
* 1) Is it hard to keep confidential information?
yes/no
2) Unethical behavior is best defined as anything
that is in violation of a professional code of
ethics.
agree/disagree
* 3) Unethical behavior is anything that results in
harm to the client,
agree/disagree
4) Following the ethical codes of my profession
implies that I will avoid unethical behavior,
agree/disagree
* 5) Would you ever break confidentiality if the client
was homicidal?
yes/no





* 7) Would you break confidentiality to report child
abuse?
yes/no
* 8) Do you sometimes unintentionally disclose
confidential data?
yes/no
* 9) Have you ever discussed a client with friends by
name?
yes/no
*10) Do you tell your clients the limits of
confidentiality?
yes/no
*11) Do you obtain client permission before releasing
information?
yes/no
12) Do you use absolute confidentiality with your
clients?
yes/no
13) Have you ever been held in contempt of court for
refusing to reveal client information?
yes/no
14) Have you ever faced an ethical dilemma on your
job?
yes/no
15) As a social worker, do you feel comfortable in
your agency?
yes/no
16) Does your agency have a confidentiality clause?
yes/no
17) Are you covered under your agencies
confidentiality clause?
yes/no
18) Is your agency covered under privileged
information?
yes/no
19) Do your colleagues respect your rights to not
share client information?
yes/no
20) Have you ever had disciplinary actions taken
against you for withholding information?
yes/no
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* Questions taken from Gibson and Pope, "Ethics Of
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